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ABSTRACT
We provide a complete enumeration of all complex Golay pairs of

length up to 25, verifying that complex Golay pairs do not exist

in lengths 23 and 25 but do exist in length 24. This independently

verifies work done by F. Fiedler in 2013 [11] that confirms the 2002

conjecture of Craigen, Holzmann, and Kharaghani [8] that com-

plex Golay pairs of length 23 don’t exist. Our enumeration method

relies on the recently proposed SAT+CAS paradigm of combining

computer algebra systems with SAT solvers to take advantage of

the advances made in the fields of symbolic computation and satis-

fiability checking. The enumeration proceeds in two stages: First,

we use a fine-tuned computer program and functionality from com-

puter algebra systems to construct a list containing all sequences

which could appear as the first sequence in a complex Golay pair

(up to equivalence). Second, we use a programmatic SAT solver

to construct all sequences (if any) that pair off with the sequences

constructed in the first stage to form a complex Golay pair.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The sequences which are now referred to Golay sequences or Golay
pairs were first introduced by Marcel Golay in his groundbreaking

1949 paper [18] on multislit spectrometry. He later formally defined

them in a 1961 paper [17] where he referred to them as complemen-
tary series. Since then, Golay pairs and their generalizations have

been widely studied for both their elegant theoretical properties

and a surprising number of practical applications. For example,

they have been applied to radar pulse compression [20], Wi-Fi net-

works [25], train wheel detection systems [10], optical time domain
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reflectometry [27], and medical ultrasounds [28]. Golay pairs con-

sist of two sequences and the property that makes them special is,

roughly speaking, the fact that one sequence’s “correlation” with

itself is the inverse of the other sequence’s “correlation” with itself;

see Definition 2.2 in Section 2 for the formal definition.

Although Golay defined his complementary series over an alpha-

bet of {±1}, later authors have generalized the alphabet to include

nonreal roots of unity such as the fourth root of unity i =
√
−1. In

this paper, we focus on the case where the alphabet is {±1,±i}. In
this case the resulting sequence pairs are sometimes referred to as

4-phase or quaternary Golay pairs though we will simply refer to

them as complex Golay pairs. If a complex Golay pair of length n
exists then we say that n is a complex Golay number.

Complex Golay pairs have been extensively studied by many

authors. They were originally introduced in 1994 by Craigen in

order to expand the orders of Hadamard matrices attainable via

(ordinary) Golay pairs [7]. In 1994, Holzmann and Kharaghani

enumerated all complex Golay pairs up to length 13 [19]. In 2002,

Craigen, Holzmann, and Kharaghani enumerated all complex Golay

pairs to 19, reported that 21 was not a complex Golay number, and

conjectured that 23 was not a complex Golay number [8].

In 2006, Fiedler, Jedwab, and Parker provided a construction

which explained the existence of all known complex Golay pairs

whose lengths were a power of 2 [12, 13], including complex Golay

pairs of length 16 discovered by Li and Chu [23] to not fit into a

construction given by Davis and Jedwab [9]. In 2010, Gibson and

Jedwab provided a construction which explained the existence of all

complex Golay pairs up to length 26 and gave a table that listed the

total number of complex Golay pairs up to length 26 [16]. This table

was produced by the mathematician Frank Fiedler, who described

his enumerationmethod in a 2013 paper [11] where he also reported

that 27 and 28 are not complex Golay numbers.

In this paper we give an enumeration method which can be used

to verify the table produced by Fiedler that appears in Gibson and

Jedwab’s paper; this table contains counts for the total number

of complex Golay pairs and the total number of sequences which

appear as a member of a complex Golay pair. We implemented our

method and obtained counts up to length 25 after about a day of

computing on a cluster with 25 cores. The counts we obtain match

those in Fiedler’s table in each case, increasing the confidence that

the enumeration was performed without error. In addition, we also

provide counts for the total number of complex Golay pairs up

to well-known equivalence operations [19] and explicitly make

available the sequences online [6]. To our knowledge, this is the

first time that explicit complex Golay pairs (and their counts up to

equivalence) have been published for lengths larger than 19. Lastly,

we publicly release our code for enumerating complex Golay pairs

so that others may verify and reproduce our work; we were not

https://doi.org/10.1145/3208976.3209006
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able to find any other code for enumerating complex Golay pairs

which was publicly available.

Our result is of interest not only because of the verification we

provide but also because of the method we use to perform the ver-

ification. The method proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, a

fine-tuned computer program performs an exhaustive search among

all sequences which could possibly appear as the first sequence

in a complex Golay pair of a given length (up to an equivalence

defined in Section 2). Several filtering theorems which we describe

in Section 2 allow us to discard almost all sequences from consider-

ation. To apply these filtering theorems we use functionality from

the computer algebra system Maple [26] and the mathematical

library FFTW [14]. After this filtering is completed we have a list

of sequences of a manageable size such that the first sequence of

every complex Golay pair of a given length (up to equivalence)

appears in the list.

In the second stage, we use the programmatic SAT solverMaple-

SAT [24] to determine which sequences from the first stage (if any)

can be paired up with another sequence to form a complex Golay

pair. A SAT instance is constructed from each sequence found in the

first stage such that the SAT instance is satisfiable if and only if the

sequence is part of a complex Golay pair. Furthermore, in the case

that the instance is satisfiable a satisfying assignment determines a

sequence which forms the second half of a complex Golay pair.

This method combines both computer algebra and SAT solving

and is of interest in its own right because it links the two previously

separated fields of symbolic computation and satisfiability checking.

Recently there has been interest in combining methods from both

fields to solve computational problems as demonstrated by the SC
2

project [1, 2]. Our work fits into this paradigm and to our knowledge

is the first application of a SAT solver to search for complex Golay

pairs, though previous work exists which uses a SAT solver to

search for other types of complementary sequences [3–5, 31].

2 BACKGROUND ON COMPLEX GOLAY
PAIRS

In this section we present the background necessary to describe

our method for enumerating complex Golay pairs. First, we re-

quire some preliminary definitions to define what complex Golay

pairs are. Let x denote the complex conjugate of x (this is just the

multiplicative inverse of x when x is ±1 or ±i).

Definition 2.1 (cf. [22]). The nonperiodic autocorrelation function
of a sequence A = [a0, . . . ,an−1] ∈ C

n
of length n ∈ N is

NA(s) B
n−s−1∑
k=0

akak+s , s = 0, . . . ,n − 1.

Definition 2.2. Apair of sequences (A,B)withA andB in {±1,±i}n

are called a complex Golay pair if the sum of their nonperiodic au-

tocorrelations is a constant zero for s , 0, i.e.,

NA(s) + NB (s) = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,n − 1.

Note that ifA and B are in {±1,±i}n then NA(0)+NB (0) = 2n by

the definition of the complex nonperiodic autocorrelation function

and the fact that xx = 1 if x is ±1 or ±i , explaining why s , 0 in

Definition 2.2.

Example 2.3. ([1, 1,−1], [1, i, 1]) is a complex Golay pair.

2.1 Equivalence operations
There are certain invertible operations which preserve the property

of being a complex Golay pair when applied to a sequence pair

(A,B). These are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4 (cf. [8]). Let ([a0, . . . ,an−1], [b0, . . . ,bn−1]) be
a complex Golay pair. The following are then also complex Golay
pairs:

E1. (Reversal) ([an−1, . . . ,a0], [bn−1, . . . ,b0]).
E2. (Conjugate Reverse A) ([an−1, . . . ,a0], [b0, . . . ,bn−1]).
E3. (Swap) ([b0, . . . ,bn−1], [a0, . . . ,an−1]).
E4. (Scale A) ([ia0, . . . , ian−1], [b0, . . . ,bn−1]).
E5. (Positional Scaling) (i ⋆A, i ⋆ B) where c ⋆ (x0, . . . ,xn−1) B

(x0, cx1, c
2x2, . . . , c

n−1xn−1).

Definition 2.5. We call two complexGolay pairs (A,B) and (A′,B′)

equivalent if (A′,B′) can be obtained from (A,B) using the trans-

formations described in Proposition 2.4.

2.2 Useful properties and lemmas
In this subsection we prove some useful properties that complex

Golay pairs satisfy and which will be exploited by our method

for enumerating complex Golay pairs. The first lemma provides a

fundamental relationship that all complex Golay pairs must satisfy.

To conveniently state it we use the following definition.

Definition 2.6 (cf. [8]). The Hall polynomial of the sequence A B
[a0, . . . ,an−1] is defined to be hA(z) B a0 +a1z + · · ·+an−1z

n−1 ∈

C[z].

Lemma 2.7 (cf. [29]). Let (A,B) be a complex Golay pair. For every
z ∈ C with |z | = 1, we have

|hA(z)|
2 + |hB (z)|

2 = 2n.

Proof. Since |z | = 1 we can write z = eiθ for some 0 ≤ θ < 2π .
Similar to the fact pointed out in [21], using Euler’s identity one

can derive the following expansion:

|hA(z)|
2 = NA(0) + 2

n−1∑
j=1

(
Re(NA(j)) cos(θ j) + Im(NA(j)) sin(θ j)

)
.

Since A and B form a complex Golay pair, by definition one has

that Re(NA(j) + NB (j)) = 0 and Im(NA(j) + NB (j)) = 0 and then

|hA(z)|
2 + |hB (z)|

2 = NA(0) + NB (0) = 2n. □

This lemma is highly useful as a condition for filtering sequences

which could not possibly be part of a complex Golay pair, as ex-

plained in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.8. Let A ∈ Cn , z ∈ C with |z | = 1, and |hA(z)|
2 >

2n. Then A is not a member of a complex Golay pair.

Proof. Suppose the sequenceAwas a member of a complex Go-

lay pair whose other member was the sequence B. Since |hB (z)|
2 ≥

0, we must have |hA(z)|
2 + |hB (z)|

2 > 2n, in contradiction to

Lemma 2.7. □

In [11], Fiedler derives the following extension of Lemma 2.7.

LetAeven be identical toAwith the entries of odd index replaced by

zeros and let A
odd

be identical to A with the entries of even index

replaced by zeros.
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Lemma 2.9 (cf. [11]). Let (A,B) be a complex Golay pair. For every
z ∈ C with |z | = 1, we have

|hAeven
(z)|2 + |hA

odd
(z)|2 + |hBeven

(z)|2 + |hB
odd

(z)|2 = 2n.

Proof. The proof proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 2.7, except

that one instead obtains that |hAeven
(z)|2 + |hA

odd
(z)|2 is equal to

NA(0) + 2

n−1∑
j=1
j even

(
Re(NA(j)) cos(θ j) + Im(NA(j)) sin(θ j)

)
. □

Corollary 2.10. Let A ∈ Cn , z ∈ C with |z | = 1, and |hA′(z)|2 >
2n where A′ is either Aeven or A

odd
. Then A is not a member of a

complex Golay pair.

Proof. If either |hAeven
(z)|2 > 2n or |hA

odd
(z)|2 > 2n then the

identity in Lemma 2.9 cannot hold. □

The next lemma is useful because it allows us to write 2n as the

sum of four integer squares. It is stated in [19] using a different

notation; we use the notation resum(A) and imsum(A) to represent
the real and imaginary parts of the sum of the entries of A. For
example, if A B [1, i,−i, i] then resum(A) = imsum(A) = 1.

Lemma 2.11 (cf. [19]). Let (A,B) be a complex Golay sequence
pair. Then

resum(A)2 + imsum(A)2 + resum(B)2 + imsum(B)2 = 2n.

Proof. Using Lemma 2.7 with z = 1 we have

|resum(A) + imsum(A)i |2 + |resum(B) + imsum(B)i |2 = 2n.

Since |resum(X ) + imsum(X )i |2 = resum(X )2 + imsum(X )2 the

result follows. □

The next lemma provides some normalization conditions which

can be used when searching for complex Golay pairs up to equiva-

lence. Since all complex Golay pairs (A′,B′) which are equivalent

to a complex Golay pair (A,B) can easily be generated from (A,B),
it suffices to search for complex Golay pairs up to equivalence.

Lemma 2.12 (cf. [11]). Let (A′,B′) be a complex Golay pair. Then
(A′,B′) is equivalent to a complex Golay pair (A,B) with a0 = a1 =
b0 = 1 and a2 ∈ {±1, i}.

Proof. We will transform a given complex Golay sequence pair

(A′,B′) into an equivalent normalized one using the equivalence

operations of Proposition 2.4. To start with, let A B A′
and B B B′

.

First, we ensure that a0 = 1. To do this, we apply operation E4

(scale A) enough times until a0 = 1.

Second, we ensure that a1 = 1. To do this, we apply operation

E5 (positional scaling) enough times until a1 = 1; note that E5 does

not change a0.
Third, we ensure that a2 , −i . If it is, we apply operation E1

(reversal) and E2 (conjugate reverse A) which has the effect of

keeping a0 = a1 = 1 and setting a2 = i .
Last, we ensure that b0 = 1. To do this, we apply operation

E3 (swap) and then operation E4 (scale A) enough times so that

a0 = 1 and then operation E3 (swap) again. This has the effect of

not changing A but setting b0 = 1. □

2.3 Sum-of-squares decomposition types
A consequence of Lemma 2.11 is that every complex Golay pair

generates a decomposition of 2n into a sum of four integer squares.

In fact, it typically generates several decompositions of 2n into a

sum of four squares. Recall that i ⋆A denotes positional scaling

by i (operation E5) on the sequence A. If (A,B) is a complex Golay

pair then applying operation E5 to this pair k times shows that

(ik ⋆A, ik ⋆ B) is also a complex Golay pair. By using Lemma 2.11

on these complex Golay pairs one obtains the fact that 2n can be

decomposed as the sum of four integer squares as

resum(ik⋆A)2+ imsum(ik⋆A)2+resum(ik⋆B)2+ imsum(ik⋆B)2.

For k > 3 this produces no new decompositions but in general for

k = 0, 1, 2, and 3 this produces four distinct decompositions of 2n
into a sum of four squares.

With the help of a computer algebra system (CAS) one can enu-

merate every possible way that 2n may be written as a sum of four

integer squares. For example, whenn = 23 one has 0
2+12+32+62 =

2 · 23 and 12 + 22 + 42 + 52 = 2 · 23 as well as all permutations of the

squares and negations of the integers being squared. During the

first stage of our enumeration method only the first sequence of a

complex Golay pair is known, so at that stage we cannot compute

its whole sums-of-squares decomposition. However, it is still possi-

ble to filter some sequences from consideration based on analyzing

the two known terms in the sums-of-squares decomposition.

For example, say that A is the first sequence in a potential com-

plex Golay pair of length 23 with resum(A) = 0 and imsum(A) = 5.

We can immediately discard A from consideration because there is

no way to chose the resum and imsum of B to complete the sums-

of-squares decomposition of 2n, i.e., there are no integer solutions

(x ,y) of 02 + 52 + x2 + y2 = 2n.

3 ENUMERATION METHOD
In this section we describe in detail the method we used to perform

a complete enumeration of all complex Golay pairs up to length 25.

Given a length n our goal is to find all {±1,±i} sequences A and B
of length n such that (A,B) is a complex Golay pair.

3.1 Preprocessing: Enumerate possibilities for
Aeven and Aodd

The first step of our method uses Fiedler’s trick of considering

the entries of A of even index separately from the entries of A of

odd index. There are approximately n/2 nonzero entries in each of

Aeven and A
odd

and there are four possible values for each nonzero

entry. Therefore there are approximately 2 · 4n/2 = 2
n+1

possible

sequences to check in this step. Additionally, by Lemma 2.12 we

may assume the first nonzero entry of bothAeven andA
odd

is 1 and

that the second nonzero entry of Aeven is not −i , decreasing the

number of sequences to check in this step by more than a factor

of 4. It is quite feasible to perform a brute-force search through all

such sequences when n ≈ 30.

We apply Corollary 2.10 to every possibility for Aeven and A
odd

.

There are an infinite number of possible z ∈ C with |z | = 1, so we

do not attempt to apply Corollary 2.10 using all such z. Instead we

try a sufficiently large number of z so that in the majority of cases

for which a z exists with |hA′(z)|2 > 2n (where A′
is either Aeven
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or A
odd

) we in fact find such a z. In our implementation we chose

to take z to be e2π i j/N where N B 2
14

and j = 0, . . . , N − 1.

At the conclusion of this step we will have two lists: one list

Leven of the Aeven which were not discarded and one list L
odd

of

the A
odd

which were not discarded.

3.2 Stage 1: Enumerate possibilities for A
We now enumerate all possibilities forA by joining the possibilities

for Aeven with the possibilities for A
odd

. For each A1 ∈ L
odd

and

A2 ∈ Leven we form the sequence A by letting the kth entry of A be

either the kth entry of A1 or A2 (whichever is nonzero). Thus the

entries of A are either ±1 or ±i and therefore A is a valid candidate

for the first sequence of a complex Golay pair of length n.
At this stage we now use the filtering result of Corollary 2.8

and the sums-of-squares decomposition result of Lemma 2.11 to

perform more extensive filtering on the sequences A which we

formed above. In detail, our next filtering check proceeds as follows:

Let Rk B resum(ik ⋆ A) and Ik B imsum(ik ⋆ A). By using a

Diophantine equation solver we check if the Diophantine equations

R2k + I
2

k + x
2 + y2 = 2n

are solvable in integers (x ,y) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. As explained in

Section 2.3, if any of these equations have no solutions then A
cannot be a member of a complex Golay pair and can be ignored.

Secondly, we use Corollary 2.8 with z chosen to be e2π i j/N for j = 0,

. . . , N − 1 where N B 2
7
(we use a smaller value of N than in the

preprocessing step because in this case there are a larger number

of sequences which we need to apply the filtering condition on).

If A passes both filtering conditions then we add it to a list LA
and try the next value of A until no more possibilities remain. At

the conclusion of this stage we will have a list of sequences LA
which could potentially be a member of a complex Golay pair. By

construction, the first member of all complex Golay pairs (up to the

equivalence described in Lemma 2.12) of length n will be in LA.

3.3 Stage 2: Construct the second sequence B
from A

In the second stage we take as input the list LA generated in the

first stage, i.e., a list of the sequencesA that were not filtered by any

of the filtering theorems we applied. For eachA ∈ LA we attempt to

construct a second sequence B such that (A,B) is a complex Golay

pair. We do this by generating a SAT instance which encodes the

property of (A,B) being a complex Golay pair where the entries

of A are known and the entries of B are unknown and encoded

using Boolean variables. Because there are four possible values

for each entry of B we use two Boolean variables to encode each

entry. Although the exact encoding used is arbitrary, we fixed the

following encoding in our implementation, where the variablesv
2k

and v
2k+1 represent bk , the kth entry of B:

v
2k v

2k+1 bk
F F 1

F T −1

T F i
T T −i

To encode the property that (A,B) is a complex Golay pair in

out SAT instance we add the conditions which define (A,B) to be a

complex Golay pair, i.e.,

NA(s) + NB (s) = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,n − 1.

These equations could be encoded using clauses in conjunctive

normal form (for example by constructing logical circuits to perform

complex multiplication and addition and then converting those

circuits into CNF clauses). However, we found that a much more

efficient and convenient method was to use a programmatic SAT
solver.

The concept of a programmatic SAT solver was first introduced

in [15] where a programmatic SAT solver was shown to be more

efficient than a standard SAT solver when solving instances derived

from RNA folding problems. More recently, a programmatic SAT

solver was also shown to be useful when searching for Williamson

matrices [5]. Generally, programmatic SAT solvers perform well

when there is domain-specific knowledge about the problem being

solved that cannot easily be encoded into SAT instances directly

but can be used to learn facts about potential solutions which can

help guide the solver in its search.

Concretely, a programmatic SAT solver is compiled with a piece

of code which encodes a property that a solution of the SAT instance

must satisfy. Periodically the SAT solver will run this code while

performing its search and if the current partial assignment violates

a property that is expressed in the provided code then a conflict

clause is generated encoding this fact. The conflict clause is added

to the SAT solver’s database of learned clauses where it is used to

increase the efficiency of the remainder of the search. The reason

these clauses can be so useful is because they can encode facts which

the SAT solver would have no way of learning otherwise, since the

SAT solver has no knowledge of the domain of the problem.

Not only does this paradigm allow the SAT solver to perform its

search more efficiently, it also allows instances to be much more ex-

pressive. Under this framework SAT instances do not have to consist

solely of Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form (the typical

format of SAT instances) but can consist of clauses in conjunctive

normal form combined with a piece of code that programmatically
expresses clauses. This extra expressiveness is also a feature of SMT

solvers, though SMT solvers typically require more overhead to

use. Additionally, one can compile instance-specific programmatic

SAT solvers which are tailored to perform searches for a specific

class of problems.

For our purposes we use a programmatic SAT solver tailored to

search for sequences B that when paired with a given sequence A
form a complex Golay pair. Each instance will contain the 2n vari-

ables v0, . . . , v2n−1 that encode the entries of B as previously spec-

ified. In detail, the code given to the SAT solver does the following:

(1) Compute and store the values NA(k) for k = 1, . . . , n − 1.

(2) Initialize s to n − 1. This will be a variable which controls

which autocorrelation condition we are currently examining.

(3) Examine the current partial assignment to v0, v1, v2n−2, and
v2n−1. If all these values have been assigned then we can

determine the values of b0 and bn−1. From these values we

compute NB (s) = b0bn−1. If NA(s) + NB (s) , 0 then (A,B)
cannot be a complex Golay pair (regardless of the values

of b1, . . . , bn−2) and therefore we learn a conflict clause
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which says that b0 and bn−1 cannot both be assigned to their

current values. More explicitly, if vcurk represents the literal

vk when vk is currently assigned to true and the literal ¬vk
when vk is currently assigned to false we learn the clause

¬(vcur
0

∧vcur
1

∧vcur
2n−2 ∧vcur

2n−1).

(4) Decrement s by 1 and repeat the previous step, computing

NB (s) if the all the bk which appear in its definition have

known values. If NA(s) + NB (s) , 0 then learn a clause

preventing the values of bk which appear in the definition

of NB (s) from being assigned the way that they currently

are. Continue to repeat this step until s = 0.

(5) If all values of B are assigned but no clauses have been

learned then output the complex Golay pair (A,B). If an
exhaustive search is desired, learn a clause which prevents

the values of B from being assigned the way they currently

are; otherwise learn nothing and return control to the SAT

solver.

For each A in the list LA from stage 1 we run a SAT solver with the

above programmatic code; the list of all outputs (A,B) in step (5)

shown above now form a complete list of complex Golay pairs of

length n up to the equivalence given in Lemma 2.12. In fact, since

Lemma 2.12 says that we can set b0 = 1 we can assume that both

v0 and v1 are always set to false. In other words, we can add the

two clauses ¬v0 and ¬v1 into our SAT instance without omitting

any complex Golay pairs up to equivalence.

3.4 Postprocessing: Enumerating all complex
Golay pairs

At the conclusion of the second stage we have obtained a list of

complex Golay pairs of length n such that every complex Golay pair

of length n is equivalent to some pair in our list. However, because

we have not accounted for all the equivalences in Section 2.1 some

pairs in our list may be equivalent to each other. In some sense

such pairs should not actually be considered distinct, so to count

how many distinct complex Golay pairs exist in length n we would

like to find and remove pairs which are equivalent from the list.

Additionally, to verify the counts given in [16] it is necessary to

produce a list which contains all complex Golay pairs. We now

describe an algorithm which does both, i.e., it produces a list of all

complex Golay pairs as well as a list of all inequivalent complex

Golay pairs.

In detail, our algorithm performs the following steps:

(1) Initialize Ω
all

to be the empty set. This variable will be a

set that will be populated with and eventually contain all

complex Golay pairs of length n.
(2) Initialize Ωinequiv to be the empty set. This variable will be

a set that will be populated with and eventually contain all

inequivalent complex Golay pairs of length n.
(3) For each (A,B) in the set of complex Golay pairs generated

in stage 2:

(a) If (A,B) is already in Ω
all

then skip this (A,B) and proceed
to the next pair.

(b) Initialize Γ to be the set containing (A,B). This variable
will be a set that will be populated with and eventually

contain all complex Golay pairs equivalent to (A,B).

(c) For every γ in Γ add E1(γ ), . . . , E5(γ ) to Γ. Continue to do
this until every pair in Γ has been examined and no new

pairs are added to Γ.
(d) Add (A,B) to Ωinequiv and add all pairs in Γ to Ω

all
.

After running this algorithm listing the members of Ω
all

gives a

list of all complex Golay pairs of length n and listing the members

of Ωinequiv gives a list of all inequivalent complex Golay pairs of

length n. At this point we can also construct the complete list of

sequences which appear in any complex Golay pair of length n.
To do this it suffices to add A and B to a new set Ωseqs for each

(A,B) ∈ Ω
all
.

3.5 Optimizations
Although the method described will correctly enumerate all com-

plex Golay pairs of a given length n, for the benefit of potential
implementors we mention a few optimizations which we found

helpful.

In stage 1 we check if Diophantine equations of the form

R2 + I2 + x2 + y2 = 2n (∗)

are solvable in integers (x ,y) where R and I are given. CAS func-
tions like PowersRepresentations in Mathematica or nsoks in

Maple [30] can determine all ways of writing 2n as a sum of four

integer squares. From this information we construct a Boolean two

dimensional array D such that D |R |, |I | is true if and only if (∗) has

a solution, making the check for solvability a fast lookup. In fact,

one need only construct the lookup table for R and I with R + I ≡ n
(mod 2) as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose R and I are the resum and imsum of a se-
quence X ∈ {±1,±i}n . Then R + I ≡ n (mod 2).

Proof. Let #c denote the number of entries in X with value c .
Then

R + I = (#1 − #−1) + (#i − #−i ) ≡ #1 + #−1 + #i + #−i (mod 2)

since −1 ≡ 1 (mod 2). The quantity on the right is n since there

are n entries in X . □

In stage 1 we check if |hA(z)|
2 > 2n where z = e2π i j/N for

j = 0, . . . , N − 1 with N = 2
7
. However, we found that it was more

efficient to not check the condition for each j in ascending order

(i.e., for each z in ascending complex argument) but to first perform

the check on points z with larger spacing between them. In our

implementation we first assigned N to be 2
3
and performed the

check for odd j = 1, 3, . . . , N − 1. Following this we doubled N
and again performed the check for odd j , proceeding in this matter

until all points z had been checked. (This ignores checking the

condition when z = ik for some k but that is desirable since in

those cases |hA(i
k )|2 = resum(ik ⋆A)2 + imsum(ik ⋆A)2 and the

sums-of-squares condition is a strictly stronger filtering method.)

In the preprocessing step and stage 1 it is necessary to evaluate

the Hall polynomial hA′ or hA at roots of unity z = e2π i j/N and

determine its squared absolute value. The fastest way we found of

doing this used the discrete Fourier transform. For example, let A′

be the sequence Aeven, Aodd
, or A under consideration but padded
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with trailing zeros so that A′
is of length N . By definition of the

discrete Fourier transform we have that

DFT(A′) =
[
hA′

(
e2π i j/N

) ]N−1

j=0
.

Thus, we determine the values of |hA′(z)|2 by taking the squared ab-
solute values of the entries of DFT(A′). If |hA′(z)|2 > 2n for some z
then by Corollary 2.8 or Corollary 2.10 we can discard A′

from

consideration. To guard against potential inaccuracies introduced

by the algorithms used to compute the DFT we actually ensure that

|hA′(z)|2 > 2n + ϵ for some tolerance ϵ which is small but larger

than the accuracy that the DFT is computed to (e.g., ϵ = 10
−3
).

In the preprocessing step before setting N B 2
14

we first set

N B n and perform the rest of the step as given. The advantage

of first performing the check with a smaller value of N is that the

discrete Fourier transform of A′
can be computed faster. Although

the check with N = n is a less effective filter, it often succeeds and

whenever it does it allows us to save time by not performing the

more costly longer DFT.

In stage 1 our application of Corollary 2.8 requires computing

|hA(z)|
2
where z = e2π i j/N for j = 0, . . . , N − 1. Noting that

hA(z) = hAeven
(z) + hA

odd
(z)

one need only compute hAeven
(z) and hA

odd
(z) for each each Aeven

and A
odd

generated in the preprocessing step and once those are

known hA(z) can be found by a simple addition.

In stage 2 one can also include properties that complex Golay

sequences must satisfy in the code compiled with the programmatic

SAT solver. As an example of this, we state the following proposition

which was new to the authors and does not appear to have been

previously published.

Proposition 3.2. Let (A,B) be a complex Golay pair. Then

akan−k−1bkbn−k−1 = ±1 for k = 0, . . . , n − 1.

To prove this, we use the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let ck ∈ Z4 for k = 0, . . . , n − 1. Then

n−1∑
k=0

ick = 0 implies
n−1∑
k=0

ck ≡ 0 (mod 2).

Proof. Let #c denote the number of ck with value c . Note that
the sum on the left implies that #0 = #2 and #1 = #3 because the 1s

must cancel with the −1s and the is must cancel with the −is. Then∑n−1
k=0 ck = #1 + 2#2 + 3#3 ≡ #1 + #3 ≡ 2#1 ≡ 0 (mod 2). □

We now prove Proposition 3.2.

Proof. Let ck , dk ∈ Z4 be such that ak = ick and bk = idk .
Using this notation the multiplicative equation from Proposition 3.2

becomes the additive congruence

ck + cn−k−1 + dk + dn−k−1 ≡ 0 (mod 2). (∗)

Since (A,B) is a complex Golay pair, the autocorrelation equations

give us

n−s−1∑
k=0

(
ick−ck+s + idk−dk+s

)
= 0

Total CPU Time in hours

n Preproc. Stage 1 Stage 2

17 0.00 0.01 0.06

18 0.01 0.03 0.23

19 0.01 0.07 0.18

20 0.02 0.35 0.43

21 0.04 1.93 1.89

22 0.08 9.58 1.11

23 0.15 42.01 3.02

24 0.32 81.42 5.23

25 0.57 681.31 20.51

Table 1: The time used to run the various stages of our algo-
rithm in lengths 17 ≤ n ≤ 25.

for s = 1, . . . , n − 1. Using Lemma 3.3 and the fact that −1 ≡ 1

(mod 2) gives

n−s−1∑
k=0

(
ck + ck+s + dk + dk+s

)
≡ 0 (mod 2)

for s = 1, . . . , n − 1. With s = n − 1 one immediately derives (∗) for

k = 0. With s = n − 2 and (∗) for k = 0 one derives (∗) for k = 1.

Working inductively in this manner one derives (∗) for all k . □

In short, Proposition 3.2 tells us that an even number of ak ,
an−k−1, bk , and bn−k−1 are real for each k = 0, . . . , n − 1. For

example, if exactly one of ak and an−k−1 is real then exactly one of

bk and bn−k−1 must also be real. In this case, using our encoding

from Section 3.3 we can add the clauses

(v
2k ∨v

2(n−k−1)) ∧ (¬v
2k ∨ ¬v

2(n−k−1))

to our SAT instance. These clauses say that exactly one of v
2k and

v
2(n−k−1) is true.

4 RESULTS
In order to provide a verification of the counts from [16] we im-

plemented the enumeration method described in Section 3. The

preprocessing step was performed by a C program and used the

mathematical library FFTW [14] for computing the values of hA′(z)
as described in Section 3.5. Stage 1 was performed by a C++ pro-

gram, used FFTW for computing the values of hA(z) and aMaple

script [30] for determining the solvability of the Diophantine equa-

tions given in Section 3.3. Stage 2 was performed by the program-

matic SAT solver MapleSAT [24]. The postprocessing step was

performed by a Python script.

We ran our implementation on a cluster of machines running

CentOS 7 and using Intel Xeon E5-2683V4 processors running at

2.1 GHz and using at most 300MB of RAM. To parallelize the work

in each length n we split L
odd

into 25 pieces and used 25 cores to

complete stages 1 and 2 of the algorithm. Everything in the stages

proceeded exactly as before except that in stage 1 the list L
odd

was

25 times shorter than it would otherwise be, which allowed us to

complete the first stages 20.7 times faster and the second stages

23.9 times faster. The timings for the preprocessing step and the

two stages of our algorithm are given in Table 1; the timings for

the postprocessing step were negligible. The times are given as
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n |Leven | |L
odd

| |LA |

1 1 − 1

2 3 1 3

3 3 1 1

4 3 4 3

5 12 4 5

6 12 16 14

7 39 16 12

8 48 64 36

9 153 64 44

10 153 204 120

11 561 252 101

12 645 860 465

13 2121 884 293

14 2463 3284 317

15 8340 3572 1793

16 9087 12116 923

17 31275 12824 3710

18 34560 46080 14353

19 117597 50944 10918

20 130215 173620 26869

21 446052 194004 116612

22 500478 667304 67349

23 1694865 732232 182989

24 1886568 2515424 313878

25 6447090 2727452 1211520

Table 2: The number of sequences Aeven, Aodd, and A that
passed the filtering conditions of our algorithm in lengths
up to 25.

the total amount of CPU time used across all 25 cores. Our code is

available online as a part of theMathCheck project and we have

also made available the resulting enumeration of complex Golay

pairs [6].

The sizes of the lists Leven and L
odd

computed in the prepro-

cessing step and the size of the list LA computed in stage 1 are

given in Table 2 for all lengths in which we completed a search.

Without applying any filtering LA would have size 4
n
so Table 2

demonstrates the power of the criteria we used to perform filter-

ing; typically far over 99.99% of possible sequences A are filtered

from LA. The generated SAT instances had 2n variables (encoding

the entries b0, . . . , bn−1), 2 unit clauses (encoding b0 = 1), 2⌊n/2⌋
binary clauses (encoding Proposition 3.2), and n − 1 programmatic

clauses (encoding Definition 2.2).

Finally, we provide counts of the total number of complex Golay

pairs of length n ≤ 25 in Table 3. The sizes of Ωseqs and Ω
all

match

those from [16] in all cases and the size of Ωinequiv matches those

from [8] for n ≤ 19 (the largest length they exhaustively solved).

Because [8, 11, 16] do not provide implementations or timings for

the enumerations they completed it is not possible for us to compare

the efficiency of our algorithm to previous algorithms. However,

we note that the results in this paper did not require an exorbitant

amount of computing resources. If one has access to 25 modern

CPU cores then one can exhaustively enumerate all complex Golay

pairs up to length 25 using our software in about a day and we

n |Ωseqs | |Ω
all
| |Ωinequiv |

1 4 16 1

2 16 64 1

3 16 128 1

4 64 512 2

5 64 512 1

6 256 2048 3

7 0 0 0

8 768 6656 17

9 0 0 0

10 1536 12288 20

11 64 512 1

12 4608 36864 52

13 64 512 1

14 0 0 0

15 0 0 0

16 13312 106496 204

17 0 0 0

18 3072 24576 24

19 0 0 0

20 26880 215040 340

21 0 0 0

22 1024 8192 12

23 0 0 0

24 98304 786432 1056

25 0 0 0

Table 3: The number complexGolay pairs in lengths up to 25.
The table counts the number of individual sequences, the
number of pairs, and the number of pairs up to equivalence.

estimate that increasing this to length 26 would take another week.

We note that Fiedler’s paper [11] enumerates complex Golay pairs

to length 28. It is not clear whether this was accomplished using

more computing resources or a more efficient algorithm, though

we note that the preprocessing and stage 1 of our method is similar

to Fiedler’s method with some differences in the filtering theorems.

5 FUTUREWORK
Besides increasing the length to which complex Golay pairs have

been enumerated there are a number of avenues for improvements

which could be made in future work. As one example, we remark

that we have not exploited the algebraic structure of complex Golay

pairs revealed by Craigen, Holzmann, and Kharaghani [8]. In par-

ticular, those authors prove a theorem which implies that if p ≡ 3

(mod 4) is a prime which divides n andA is a member of a complex

Golay pair of length n then the polynomial hA is not irreducible

over Fp (i). Ensuring that this property holds could be added to the

filtering conditions which were used in stage 1. In fact, the authors

relate the factorization of hA over Fp (i) to the factorization of hB
over Fp (i) for any complex Golay pair (A,B). This factorization
could potentially be used to perform stage 2 more efficiently, possi-

bly supplementing or replacing the SAT solver entirely, though it is

unclear if such a method would perform better than our method in

practice. In any case, it would not be possible to apply their theorem

in all lengths (for example when n is a power of 2).
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A second possible improvement could be to symbolically de-

termine the value of z with |z | = 1 which maximizes |hA′(z)|2 in
the preprocessing step. Once this value of z is known then A′

can

be filtered if |hA′(z)|2 > 2n and if not then no other value of z
needs to be tried. This would save evaluating hA′(z) at the points

z = e2π i j/N for j = 0, . . . , N − 1 and would also increase the

number of sequences which get filtered. However, it is unclear if

this method would be beneficial in practice due to the overhead of

maximizing |hA′(z)|2 subject to |z | = 1.

Another possible improvement could be obtained by deriving

further properties like Proposition 3.2 that complex Golay pairs

must satisfy. We have performed some preliminary searches for

such properties; for example, consider the following property which

could be viewed as a strengthening of Proposition 3.2:

akan−k−1 = (−1)n+1bkbn−k−1 for k = 1, . . . , n − 2.

An examination of all complex Golay pairs up to length 25 reveals

that they all satisfy this property except for a single complex Golay

pair up to equivalence. The only pair which doesn’t satisfy this

property is equivalent to(
[1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1], [1, i, i,−1, 1,−i,−i,−1]

)
and was already singled out in [13] for being special as the only

known example of what they call a “cross-over” Golay sequence

pair. Since a counterexample exists to this property there is no hope

of proving it in general, but perhaps a suitable generalization could

be proven.
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